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How many billion years ago was Solar System formed?
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Remove

How many planets are there in the Solar System?

Edit
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What planets have rings?
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What planet is this?
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There're over 100 moons in our Solar System
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What's the mass of the Earth?
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Settings
Configure settings that will apply when this quiz is shared with participants.

Description

Quiz on the topic 'Solar System: Overview'

Quiz on the topic 'Solar System: Overview'
 Save Cancel

Use  to add formatted text, images, linksWiki Markup
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Number of questions to include when 
taking the quiz

All available questions 

 Save Cancel
E.g., 10. All available questions if empty.

Pass target

All questions must be answered correctly 

 Save Cancel
E.g., 7. All questions must be answered correctly if empty.

Time limit

00:03:00 
  minutes  seconds

 Save Cancel
No time limit if empty.

Number of attempts

3 

 Save Cancel
E.g., 3. Unlimited if empty.

  Don't allow to retake quiz if passed or in review
 Don't allow to retake quiz if passed or in review

 Save Cancel

Due date

 Specific date
 Number of days after enrollment

   Specific date
   Number of days after enrollment

 Save Cancel

Results after each question

 Show correct/wrong messages 
 Display feedback from a quiz creator 
 Show correct/wrong messages 
 Display feedback from a quiz creator

You can enter feedback while creating or editing questions.

 Save Cancel

Show correct answers

 After quiz completion 
 After quiz completion

If ticked, participants will see the "View answers" button on a quiz completion page and receive a 
notification upon quiz completion.

 Save Cancel

Randomize questions
 

 Save Cancel

Skipping questions
 

 Save Cancel

Resubmitting answers
 

 Save Cancel

Results
Track the progress of participants and results. View and review answers. Learn how to share quiz results with participants
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